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ABSTRACT Data centers serve as the backbone for cloud computing, enterprise services, and infrastructure-
based offerings. One area of ongoing research in data center networking focuses on innovating new
topologies for large-scale node connectivity. These topologies must incorporate fault-tolerant and efficient
routing algorithms. Consequently, the data center network topologymust dynamically adapt to ever-changing
application requirements. While traditional topology designs often emphasize scalability, they are typically
limited by the necessity for dedicated switches to manage server connections. The development of software
technologies that distinguish server and switch roles offers a unique opportunity to reconsider design
priorities, paving the way for a more balanced assessment of scalability, energy efficiency, and infrastructure
costs. Moreover, certain network topologies fail to be cost-effective due to their structural intricacies, often
requiring far more node connections than those that are practically necessary. To address these challenges,
we introduce VacoNet: a new flexible data center network topology that organizes nodes into structurally
similar clusters, interconnected by a novel physical structure algorithm. Boasting high bisection bandwidth,
VacoNet delivers robust network capacity, even when encountering bottlenecks. Furthermore, to connect a
given set of nodes, VacoNet uses a minimal number of cables and switches, thereby drastically reducing both
infrastructure costs and energy consumption. Simulation results show that VacoNet can reduce error rates by
20% and slash infrastructure costs by 70% compared to existing solutions. Additionally, it performs tasks
30% faster, underscoring its superior performance.

INDEX TERMS Data center, network topology, flexible connection, energy consumption, infrastructure
cost.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data centers have become pivotal for meeting enterprise
computing demands, offering robust infrastructure for cloud
computing services. They also facilitate intricate communi-
cations between a vast array of computing resources [1]. A
recent industry report highlights that over the past five years,
the U.S. data center market has seen an expenditure surge of $
23 billion USD [2]. Key design parameters such as scalability
and data availability are critical for shaping the data center
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network topology, and they play a key role in minimizing
deployment and maintenance costs [3].

Infrastructure cost is particularly influential, as it directly
affects the initial capital investment and, consequently, the
profitability of the data center [4]. Additionally, energy
consumption is a substantial determinant of data center
performance [5]. Therefore, an efficient data center topology
design must consider a multitude of factors, including
high energy-efficiency, low infrastructure cost, enhanced
scalability, reduced latency, and shorter Average Path Length
(APL) [6]. Numerous topologies such as FatTree [7], Flecube
[8], BCube [9], Novacube [10], and DCell [11] have
been proposed in the literature. However, these models
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are generally inflexible. Specifically, they cannot adapt to
accommodate an arbitrary number of nodes (or servers)1 due
to inherent structural limitations [12].
As a consequence of these limitations, both developers

and manufacturers often resort to utilizing more nodes than
actually needed [13], [14]. The consequence of this excess
is a rise in both costs and energy usage [15], primarily
attributable to servers that remain unused. In [16], the
authors delve into the unique complexities of Facebook’s data
center network, which accommodates multiple services, each
with its own set of traffic patterns. Some of these patterns
are less commonly explored in existing literature. This
research has its limitations, notably in its packet capture and
timestamping methodology, which narrows the scope of the
study. In [17], the authors introduce a methodology aimed at
reducing energy consumption in data centers. These facilities
traditionally require a large number of network devices to
meet the rising demand for cloud services. The proposed
approach manages the activation of communication links and
ports, using an algorithm that ensures network connectivity
while optimizing for energy efficiency. Nonetheless, the
methodology has its shortcomings, including its inability to
decrease infrastructure costs and potential ineffectiveness in
aligning energy consumption with network load.

On the other hand, the type of link connection used
has a significant impact on both the node degree and the
scale of switches required [18]. Therefore, before assessing
a particular network topology, the article first explores the
advantages and disadvantages of various types of links.
In general, networks feature three types of connections as
shown in Figure 1: the Primary Data Link (also referred to
as the α link), the Secondary Control Link (or β link), and
the Tertiary Backup Link (known as the γ link). A BCube
network uses only β connection, while both α and β are
used in DCell. As for the γ link, it is used in Fat-Tree
or some multistage circuit-switching networks also known
as Clos topology [19]. A γ link is generally used to
connect intermediate switches without a direct connection
between nodes. γ links are used in many topologies namely
the Clos topology [20] and Fat-Tree. However, they have
low scalability that makes the γ link not suited for big data
centers.While lambda topologies have been considered for
data center networks, theymay not be themost suitable option
for high-performance requirements. Issues such as limited
scalability and higher latency make lambda topologies less
efficient for data center applications [6]. An α link is one
of the most efficient connections between nodes with a
maximally allowed bandwidth. The β link provides multiple
non-blocking paths between the connected nodes. However,
it needs an intermediate switch for communication. Thus, the
use of β links combined with small-port-count switches is a
good tradeoff between cost and performance. The design of
BCube has originated from such an idea. The β link can be

1In this document, the terms ‘‘node’’ and ‘‘server’’ will be used
interchangeably.

considered as the key building block of a massive data center
network. The γ links have been used in FatTree and Clos
topology to connect only switches, which reduce the number
of connected nodes in the network [21]. The α link is a
simple and direct connection that minimizes the intermediate
buffering and improves the allowed bandwidth. The β link
uses an additional intermediate switch compared to an α link,
allowingmultiple pairs of nodes to share their communication
channels. Therefore, the use of β links combined with small-
port-count switches is a good tradeoff between the cost
and the performance. In addition, the use of a flat network
topology reduces the number of switches in a data center
network, since it connects a node to a single switch instead
of many [22].

A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION
This work presents VacoNet, a dynamic and efficient network
topology designed to connect a varying number of servers
using small port-count switches and specialized β links.
VacoNet employs a unique algorithm to minimize unused
nodes, effectively reducing costs and increasing overall
network efficiency. The algorithm dynamically adjusts the
number of ports on each switch to eliminate redundancy.
Additionally, this algorithm aims to maximize the number
of server clusters directly connected with at least one
switch (denoted as directly connected clusters) while
reducing the number of clusters that need more than one
intermediate switch to be connected (denoted as not directly
connected clusters). Furthermore, VacoNet employs fault-
free and fault-tolerant adaptive traffic routing algorithms,
which contribute to its robustness and resilience. Unlike
BCube, which primarily focuses on static configurations,
VacoNet’s adaptability allows it to better handle varying
network conditions, making it more scalable and efficient.

The primary contributions of this work are:
1) A new data center network topology that employs only

β links and two-degree nodes with small-port-count
switches to connect the required number of servers.

2) An algorithm for determining the exact number of ports
per switch to minimize unused nodes and wires, hence
optimizing the network’s cost and power consumption.

3) An algorithm to build the physical structure of the
proposed topology. This algorithm defines the optimal
connection pattern to reduce redundant connections
between clusters, which optimizes the network in terms
of APL, network latency, and throughput.

4) Two adaptive routing algorithms in both fault-free and
fault-tolerant cases. Each node saves the connectivity
status of its nearby nodes and uses it to derive a feasible
routing paths then sends the data to their destination.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses related work. Sections III and IV
define the proposed topology and identify its important
characteristics. Sections V and VI, respectively, explain
the routing strategies and experimental results. Finally, the
conclusion is presented in Section VII.
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FIGURE 1. The α, β, γ connection.

FIGURE 2. An example of clusters connection.

II. RELATED WORK
Several topologies have been proposed in the literature for
interconnecting nodes in data centers, including VL2, Clos
topology, FatTree, BCube, and DCell. There are two types of
topologies: tree-based topologies and recursive topologies.

A. TREE-BASED TOPOLOGIES
Tree-based topologies allow for scaling by adding more
switch levels, and the bottom-level switches are responsible
for connecting the servers to the network. The topology is
designed in this category using typical tree-based topologies.

• VL2 is proposed to overcome critical issues in the
data center network including oversubscription and
fault-tolerance. By the use of virtual machines, VL2
enhances availability in the event of link or hardware
failures. However, VL2 selects the intermediate switch
at random, which is inefficient, especially when two
nodes connected to the same edge switch need to
communicate.

• Clos topology are a type of data center network topology
that uses three levels of switches: Top of the Rack (ToR),
intermediate, and aggregation switches. The number of
ports per switch is the same for the intermediate and
aggregation switches (n), and it is not limited to a ToR
switch. This topology is able to connect nToR× n2

4 where
nToR is the port count on each ToR switch.

• FatTree is an extension of the Tree topology. Unlike
Clos topology, the same type of switches is used for
all the levels. FatTree is a simple topology where
high-performance switches are not required. However,
FatTree has a scalability issue since the number of nodes
is limited by the number of switch ports.

• Jellyfish uses ToR switch to connect the nodes based
on random graph [23]. It exponentially increases the
number of nodes while decreasing latency compared to
a Fat-tree. Jellyfish uses a ToR switch with n ports, and
r ports are used to connect it to other ToR switches.
Jellyfish can interconnect N (n− r) nodes for a network
with N racks.

B. RECURSIVE TOPOLOGIES
Recursive topologies exploit lower-level structures to con-
struct higher-level structures. Contrary to tree-based topolo-
gies, servers in recursive topologies can be connected to other
servers or switches of different levels.This category includes:
• ScalNet is a network design for data centers that is highly
scalable [24]. The ScalNet’s first layer is composed
of n servers and one n-port switch. The second layer
is composed of n3

2 of 1 layer ScalNet. This topology
can connect a large number of nodes that reach n4

2
nodes. However, ScalNet suffers from a high wiring
complexity.
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• DCell is a recursive topology in which the servers are
connected via multiple ports. Each server is connected
to multiple other servers via communication links via
a single mini-switch. DCell0 is the basic element of
DCell composed of n servers and one n-port switch.
Each server in a DCell0 is connected to a switch in the
same DCell0 using a network cable.
The initial stage is to assemble a DCell1 from a
collection of DCell0s. Each DCell1 has n + 1 DCell0s,
and each DCell0’s server is linked to a server in another
DCell0, in that order. As a result, the DCell0s are
linked together, with one link connected each pair of
DCell0s. To make a DCellk from numerous DCellk−1s,
a similar method is applied. Each server in a DCellk
will eventually have k + 1 links used in each node
where the first link is connected to a switch in DCell0,
and leveli link is connected to a node in the same
DCelli.

• BCube is a server-Centric topology where BCube1 is
composed of n BCube0 and n n-port switches. Recur-
sively, BCubek is composed of n BCubek−1 and nk

extra n-port switches connected to exactly one node
in each BCubek−1. BCube requires more switches
when constructing higher-level structures compared
with DCell which uses only level0 n-port switches.
However, both BCube and DCell require servers to have
(k + 1) network interface cards (NICs) to be involved in
switching packets in the network. In a BCube structure,
switches do not even connect to each other directly.
Instead, they just forward. Many wires and switches are
used in the BCube. It has a lot of complicated wiring that
prevents it from being used beyond a shipping container
based modular data center (MDC).

C. SUMMARY
Table 1 presents a comparison between FatTree, VL2, DCell
and BCube. First, it can be seen that the scalability of
VL2 and FatTree relies entirely on n and for a three-layer
network, they can only connect n

3

4 nodes. Table 2 shows the
number of unused nodes for some topologies. The price of
an Ethernet switch port is fixed to 450 $, and each inter
rack cable costs 50$, and a switch port consumes 12 watts
of energy [25]. This Table reveals that the scalability of
the selected topologies depends on the number of ports per
switch.

The number of linked nodes can be defined in terms of each
node’s degree and the number of ports on each switch. Thus,
in order to increase the scalability of massive data centers,
both the port count per switch and the layer number must be
increased. The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel data
center interconnection network design, termed VacoNet, that
scales dynamically utilizing commodity switches. VacoNet’s
performance has been enhanced with the addition of a new
physical structure and routing algorithms. These steps are
also illustrated in figure 3.

FIGURE 3. The road map of the paper.

III. VACONET TOPOLOGY
A. MOTIVATION
A data center network’s connection topology has a significant
impact on its performance in terms of latency and average
path length. Some proposed topologies such as FlatNet have
ineffective connection patterns such as redundant cluster
connections [26]. DCell has a double exponential scalability
with a high variety of wiring. A pair of long-distance nodes
can communicate to each other directly because each layer of
the network is connected to the next. This topologyminimizes
the diameter of the entire network, but complicates wiring.
As a result, building a DCell data center becomes highly
complex. The major downside of BCube is that when using
switches with a low port count, the number of nodes rises only
by a factor of n for an n-port switch.

The previous facts prompted us to develop a novel cost-
effective and scalable network topology termed VacoNet,
which scales from 1 to n4

2 nodes, where n is the number
of ports per switch. VacoNet provides a solution of server
consolidation while simultaneously reducing infrastructure
costs and energy consumption.

B. PHYSICAL STRUCTURE
1) VACONET CONNECTIVITY
VacoNet topology is composed of two layers, the first layer
(layer-1) is composed of n1 nodes interconnected using
one n1-port switches. The second layer (layer-2) numbered
from 1 to n2 (n1 and n2 are computed in section III-B.2)
Algorithm 1 is presented to define the network connection
pattern for VacoNet in order to optimize direct connections
between clusters (See figure 2 (b)) and minimize not directly
connected clusters (figure 2 (c)) while preserving network
scalability. i.e., Algorithm 1 ensures that a high number of
servers are connected without using a large number of ports
on switches and while minimizing the number of unused
nodes. It’s important to note that in VacoNet’s topology,
trunk ports used for interconnecting switches are distinct
from the ports available for nodes. These trunk ports are
specifically designed to facilitate high-speed data transfer
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TABLE 1. Cost comparison between different topologies.

TABLE 2. Comparison of some data center network topologies.

between switches and are not included in the count of
available ports for nodes.

The servers in VacoNet are first grouped into clusters
and interconnected with n-port switches. These clusters are
linked to one another via switches referred to as internal
switches.2 This terminology is consistent with the schematics
presented in figure 4, where external switches facilitate inter-
layer connections and internal switches manage intra-layer
connections.

The proposed interconnection is represented as a (n1× n2)
matrix denoted by L such that L(i, j) (∀i ∈ {1, .., n1} and
∀j ∈ {1, .., n2}) is the index of the internal switch to witch
node (i, j) (i.e., node j in cluster i ) is connected to. Each row
i of matrix L corresponds to one cluster and each column j
presents the set of connections of each cluster through the
node index j in the same cluster. In particular, the first column
shows the connection of all the clusters using their first node
(See figure 4). The numbers in the matrix L(i, j) refer to the
index of the used internal switch. The first row L1 of L is
generated based on algorithm 1, while the subsequent rows
are deduced sequentially from the row immediately preceding
them by adding 1 modulo the number of rows as follows:

∀i ∈ {1..n1}

∀j ∈ {1..n2}

L(i, j) = (L(i− 1, j)+ 1) mod n22 (1)

Algorithm 1 initializes the first column of the first row
of L1 of the internal switch number to 1. The remaining
columns are iteratively defined with the aim of expanding
the number of clusters associated with the initial cluster. For
each remaining column j of L1, the algorithm determines
which intermediate switch resulted in the greatest number of
connected clusters to cluster number 1.

A maximum of i(i − 1) clusters can be directly connected
to each other by specifying the jth column of L1 and assuming
that each switch has only i ports. Thus, in order to determine

2An ‘internal switch’ is used to connect nodes in different 1-layer
VacoNet, while an ‘external switch’ is used to connect nodes within the same
switch.

FIGURE 4. The connection pattern of the first and second layers.

whether or not the selected switch is optimal, the size of
the connected clusters set LC is constantly compared to the
value of i(i− 1) to verify that the selected switch is optimal.
To formally model this, consider the matrix L defined as:

∀i ∈ {2..n1},∀j ∈ {1..n2}

L(i, j) = (L(i− 1, j)+ 1) mod n2. (2)

The matrix L captures the complex network of connections
between the clusters. The equation 2 provides a systematic
way to generate these connections, and the resulting matrix
L is used to assess whether the connected clusters set LC
reaches the theoretical maximum of i(i−1), thereby verifying
the optimality of the selected switch.

The function Connected Clusters is proposed to find the
best internal switch to be used from ∀j ∈ {1, .., n2}. So,
at each step i (∀i ∈ {2, .., n1}), the algorithm checks
the number of connected clusters if it is maximized with
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i-port switches (i.e., i(i − 1)), then it is directly selected.
After generating L1, the function LinkedClusters computes
the set LC that presents linked clusters distances so that ∀i ∈
{1..n1},∀j ∈ LC , the clusters i and (i+ j) mod n2 are directly
connected. Figure 5 shows an example of Vaconet connection
using 3-port switches. This figure highlights the arrangement
of nodes and the role of internal switches in connecting them.
The number of connected nodes is equal to 36, grouped into
12 clusters, interconnected using 12 switch internal.

Algorithm 1 Linked Clusters Maximization Algorithm
0: procedure LCC(n1,n2)
0: Cv is the connectivity vector.
0: jselected is the selected switch number to be insert in L1.
0: Input:
0: n1 is the number of column of L.
0: n2 is the number of row number of L.
0: Output:
0: L1 is the first row of L.
0: L1[1]←1, jselected ← 0;
0: for i← 2 to n1 do
0: Cv[ ]← ∅
0: for j←1 to n2 do
0: L1(i)← L1(i− 1)+ j
0: Cv(j)←ConnectedClusters(i,L1)
0: if Cv(j)← i(i− 1) then then
0: Break
0: end if
0: end for
0: jselected ← argmax(Cv)
0: L1(i)← L1(i− 1)+ jselected
0: end for
0: function ConnectedClusters(p,L1)
0: Input:
0: L1 is the first row of L
0: p is the index of the switch internal
0: Output:
0: LC is the vector of the connected cluster
0: LC[ ]← 0
0: k ← 1
0: for i← p down to 1 do
0: for j← 1 to i-1 do
0: LC(k)← L1(i)− L1(i− j)
0: k ← k+1;
0: end for
0: end for
0: LC ←unique (mod([LC n21-LC], n2))
0: return (Length(LC))
0: end function

To analyze the complexity of the Algorithm 1, the condi-
tion in L.13 and the break in L. 16 should be investigated
when they occur, which is very challenging to compute.
Therefore, an upper bound on the complexity is computed by
disregarding the break condition in L. 16. By neglecting the
complexity of the instruction L. 13 computed to instruction

FIGURE 5. An example of VacoNet connection for 3-port switches.

in L. 14, the complexity of Linked Clusters Maximization
algorithm (LCM) can be approximated by:

CLCM ≈
n1∑
i=2

n2∑
j=1

Ccc(i)+O
(
n2 log2(n2)

)
(3)

where O
(
n2 log2(n2)

)
is the complexity of argmax operation

in L. 19 assuming that the condition in L. 15 was never
satisfied, i.e. the vector Cv contains n2 elements to sort.
Ccc is the complexity of the functionConnected clusterwhich
is equal to:

Ccc =
n1∑
i=2

n2∑
j=1

O
(
i2

2

)

=

n2∑
j=1

1
2
O
( n1∑
i=2

i2
)

≈ n2O
(
n21
2

)
(4)

Consequently, CLCM can be written as:

CLCM ≤
n2∑
j=2

n1∑
i=2

O
(
i2

2
+O

(
n2 log2(n2)

))

≈ n2O
(
n21
2

)
+O(n2 log2(n2))

≈ O
(
n2
n21
2
+ log2(n2)

)
. (5)

Thus the complexity of the proposed topology highly depends
on n1 (number of nodes in layer-1) and n2 (number of ports
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per switch), which are typically lower than the state of art
techniques since VacoNet aim is to reduce the unsued number
of nodes. This proves that the complexity of the physical
structure algorithm is still acceptable.

2) CONTROLLED VACONET
For a specific number of nodes, the algorithm 2 adjustes the
size of L according to the operator’s needs. Given the needed
number of nodes nserv, the n-port switch n2 is initialized
to Floor( 3

√
nserv) and n1 to Ceil( nservn1

), then, based on their
previous values n1 and n2 are iteratively updated. So, if the

number of rows n1 in the matrix L is bigger than
n32
2 , then

n2 will be increased by 1. So, the number of rows in L
(i.e. n1 = n22) will be increased. Otherwise, the number of
n-port switch (n2) is the same while n1 is increased by 1.
Figure 6 shows an example for VacoNet topology for 8 nodes.

FIGURE 6. VacoNet topology for 3 port switch.

Algorithm 2 n-Port switch(nserv)
0: n1: the number of columns in L.
0: n2: the number of rows in L.
0: n2← Floor( 3

√
nserv)

0: n1← Ceil( nservn1
)

0: if Or(n1 >
n32
2 , n1 < n22) then

0: n2← n2 + 1
0: n1← n22
0: end if
0: return n1, n2

IV. KEY FEATURES
In this section, some key features of the VacoNet topology
will explored and analyzed in comparison with other
topologies in terms of network latency, cost reduction, power
consumption and average path length.

A. NETWORK LATENCY
Network latency is an important parameter too. It is the sum
of the transmission delay, the queuing delay for each hop, and
the propagation delay. Hence, the latency of a node i sending
a message to node j can be written as:

Latencyi,j = d srqbN
i,j
sr + d

sw
qbN

i,j
sw + dTN

i,j
Lk

+ Nswd swp + Nsrd
sr
p + dP. (6)

where d swqb and d srqb are the queuing delay of switches and
servers. d swp and d srp are the propagation delay of switches
and servers, respectively. dP and dT are the propagation and
the transmission delays for 1 link, respectively. N i,j

Lk is the

number of links between nodes i and j. N i,j
sw and N i,j

sr are the
total number of switches and servers respectively.The number
N i,j
sw is equal to:

N i,j
sw = N i,j

sr = PLi,j, (7)

Nlinks = 2PLi,j. (8)

where PLi,j is the path length between the sender node i and
the receiver node j. Thus, Eq.6 becomes:

Latencyi,j = d srqb.PLi,j + d
sw
qb .PLi,j + dT .2PLi,j + Nswd swp

+ Nsrd srp + dP
= PLi,j(d srqb + d

sw
qb + 2dT )+ Nswd swp + Nsrd

sr
p

+ dP. (9)

Based on 9, the average latency can be expressed as:

Latency = APL(d srqb + d
sw
qb + 2dT )+ dP

+ Nswd swp + Nsrd
sr
p . (10)

According to Eq.10, the average latency is proportional to
the APL. So, the smaller the APL, the smaller is the latency.
Given that VacoNet reduces the APL compared with all
previous topologies, the latency will be reduced. Therefore,
the proposed topology improves the network in terms of
latency, which is a fundamental feature that enables data
centers to provide faster services.

B. COST REDUCTION
The infrastructure cost is a critical parameter in designing
data center topologies. The CostT is the total cost of a
topology can be expressed as:

CostT = Cost(Cables)+ Cost(switches). (11)

The cabling cost Cost(Cables) can be computed according to
the total used number of cables Ncb and the cost per cable Ccb
such that Cost(Cables) = Ncb×Ccb and Ncb = n×Nsw. The
cost of switches is equal to Cost(switches) = n× Nsw where
Nsw denotes the total number of switches. VacoNet connects
the needed number of servers which reduces considerably
network’s cost.
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C. POWER CONSUMPTION
The proposed topology is able to reduce the number of unused
nodes in the network which increases the energy saving. So,
let psvi,j and p

sw
i,j be the consumed energy by the ith port of the

jth server and the jth switch, respectively. Let k be the number
of ports per server and n the number of ports per switch.
Let pswo be the switch power overhead (including switch fans,
line cards) and psvo the server power overhead. Thus, the total
consumed energy E is equal to:

E =
Nsw∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

pswi,j + Nswp
sw
o +

Nsv∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

psvi,j + Nsvp
sv
o , (12)

The power overhead per server and switch is assumed to
be the same and denoted by Po. For an active network where
all the ports consume the same energy per port P, the network
energy consumption is:

EFA = (Nswn+ Nsvk)P+ (Nsw + Nsv)Po. (13)

Therefore, for more energy saving, the objective is to find a
set of optimal Nsw and Nsv that reduces as much as possible
the number of unused number of nodes which minimizes Pa.

D. SCALABILITY AND COST PER SERVER
VacoNet connects up to O(n4) nodes, which is bigger than
O(n2) for DCell and BCube, and bigger than O(n3) for
FlatNet while maintaining the same number of cables and
switches per node as FlatNet and BCube.

E. THE AVERAGE THROUGHPUT
The throughput of a network is determined by packet delay,
the data rate of the channel, and the rate of successfully
received messages. Due to the significant decrease in latency
in VacoNet, the average throughput is also decreased in
comparison to DCell, FatTree, BCube, and FlatNet, which
means that VacoNet is able to deliver a higher number of
messages compared with all the other topologies. This is
justified by the fact that VacoNet uses only the needed number
of switches and servers, allowing to reduce the number of
intermediate hops when sending a packet to its destination.

F. PROTOCOL COMPATIBILITY AND REAL-WORLD
APPLICABILITY
In terms of network setup, VacoNet’s adaptability to existing
norms and protocols is a key advantage. It is easily compatible
with both Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) and
Private VLANs (PVLANs), enhancing security and network
compartmentalization. Additionally, VacoNet accommodates
encapsulation protocols like IEEE 802.1Q, facilitating packet
prioritization and tagging. Furthermore, it’s essential to
consider the various versions of the Spanning Tree Protocol
(STP), including PVSTP+, RSTP, RPVST+, and MSTP. The
choice of STP version can significantly impact network per-
formance. Given these versions and their specific enhance-
ments, VacoNet’s adaptability is underscored, aligning it

with real-world networking scenarios and making it not only
innovative but also highly versatile in practical conditions.

Furthermore, in evaluating VacoNet’s architecture, it’s
pertinent to align it with established industry standards,
such as the TIER classification system. These TIER levels,
ranging from 1 to 4, serve as benchmarks for component
redundancy and overall operational reliability in data centers.
VacoNet’s design, characterized by its robust fault tolerance
and adaptive routing mechanisms, naturally aligns with the
rigorous criteria set forth for TIER 3 data centers. This
classification not only underscores VacoNet’s high reliability
but also contextualizes the performance metrics discussed in
this paper.

V. ROUTING SCHEME
In the following section, we delve into the intricacies of
our proposed Routing Scheme, a crucial component for
the efficient and reliable transmission of data within the
network. This scheme is specifically designed to optimize
path selection, reduce latency, and ensure scalability while
maintaining robust security features. We have divided this
section into two distinct subsections for a comprehensive
understanding: ‘Fault-Free Routing’ and ‘Fault Tolerance’.

A. FAULT FREE TRAFFIC ROUTING
VacoNet forwards the packets from the source (S2, S1) to
the destination (D2,D1) according to the values of �. The
proposed Algorithm 5 returns a path of maximum 10 hops.
Firstly, algorithm 3 generates the matrix �k which represents
the vector of clusters connected to the first cluster via exactly
(k + 1) internal switches. Function setdiff makes sure that
�k does not contains any repeated value. The index vector of
all the items in �k is saved in Cxt matrix. For the VacoNet
network shown in Fig 6, the vector � contains two elements
�0 = {1, 3} and �1 = {2}, meaning that cluster 1 and
clusters �0 + 1 (2 and 4) are directly connected, but cluster
1 and �1 are not (cluster 3 and 1 are connected via 2 internal
switches).

Subsequently, for each entry in the connected cluster vec-
tor (�), Algorithm 4 looks for the connecting internal switch,
and saves its index (c1, c2) in the matrix of intermediate
internal switches denoted by Cx. For the example presented
in Fig 6, Algorithm 4 output is showed in Figure 7.

Let us consider the case of routing a packet from source
(1,2) to destination (4,1) in a 64-server VacoNet. (1, 2) →
(4, 1)matches the case (mod(4−1, 4) ∈ �0) which represents
the scenario where there is a direct connection between the
source and destination subsystems and the route is (1, 2) →
(1, 1)→ (4, 2)→ (4, 1).
The computation complexity of Algorithm. 5 depends on

whether (S2 = D2) or not. When (S2 = D2), the algorithm
complexity can be approximated by O(1) since only one
instruction will be executed (L. 14). When (S2 ̸= D2),
then the routing algorithm has to compute the required path
to forward the packet from the source to the destination.
In this case, the instructions from (L.16 to L. 35) should be
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executed. Note that all of these instructions represent only
variables assignments to create the adequate variables T and
L that will be required later for the path creation. So, they
do not have high computation resources. Therefore, when
(S2 ̸= D2), the computation complexity can be approximated
by the complexity of the instructions from (L29 to L34). The
number of times the instructions from (L29 to L34) will be
repeated depends on k and the length ofCxtk , so it is very hard
to get an accurate estimation of the number of occurrences of
these instructions. However, it can be seen that each repetition
of instructions (L29 to L34), creates an intermediate node in
the path. So, these instructions will be repeated around PL
times. So, their complexity can be approximated by O (PL).
Consequently, the complexity of the routing algorithm can be
written as:

CRt=O (1)P(S2 = D2)+O (PL)P(S2 ̸= D2) ≤ O (PL)

(14)

where P(S2 = D2) is the probability of (S2 = D2) and P(S2 ̸=
D2) is the probability of (S2 ̸= D2).

CRt ≤ O (PL) . (15)

The complexity of the routing algorithm depends on the path
which is linearly proportional to the actual path length from
the source to the destination. On the other hand, VacoNet
reduces the path length in the network compared to the other
topologies, this means that the complexity of the routing
algorithm is acceptable and does not require very high
computational resources.

FIGURE 7. Generation of the matrix Cx output for cluster 1.

B. FAULT TOLERANT TRAFFIC ROUTING
Algorithm 6 is proposed to be used in the fault tolerant
case to find alternative paths through the various clusters
of the network. In the algorithm, MaxLifeTime represent the
maximum lifespan of a broadcast packet in VacoNet. The
fault tolerant traffic routing algorithm allows the system to
use a reachable server as new source in case of a fault
link transmission and forwards packets with a maximum
number of hops MaxLifeTime. The routing data packets
procedure is modified such that in the case of link failure it
looks for all possible paths using available switches in idx,
and uses them to resume the routing. The modified for
loop α of Algorithm 6 is shown in the code fragment
Algorithm 7. This algorithm is designed to optimize network
routing by dynamically adjusting paths when a link failure
is detected. Algorithm 7 plays a crucial role in maintaining
high availability and robustness. The algorithm takes as

Algorithm 3 Generation of the Matrix �k (�)
0: �U is Union of all the �k vectors
0: Cxt is the intermediate switch connection
0: �k :the vector of clusters connected to the first cluster via

exactly k+1 internal switches
0: Input:
0: � is the vector of directly connected clusters
0: Output:
0: Cxt is the intermediate switch connection
0: k← 0
0: �0← �

0: �U ← �0
0: Cxt0← 1 to length(�0)
0: while length(�U ) < n2 do
0: k←k+1
0: id←0
0: for i← 1 to length(�k−1) do
0: for j← 1 to length(�0) do
0: for s← 1 to length(Cxtk ) do
0: id← id+1
0: �k (id)← mod(�k−1(i)+�0(j), n2)
0: �k (�k = 0)← n2
0: Cxtk (id, s)← j
0: end for
0: end for
0: end for
0: [�k , IA]← setdiff (�k , �U )
0: for s← 1 to length(Cxtk ) do
0: Cxtk (s)← Cxtk (IA(s), s);
0: end for
0: �U = unique([�U�k ])
0: end while
0: =0

Algorithm 4 Generation of the Matrix Cx(�)
0: Input:
0: � is the vector of directly connected clusters
0: Output:
0: Cx is the intermediate internal switch index
0: for c1← 1 to length � do
0: for c2← 1 to n1 do
0: if L(1, c1)← L(�(i)+ 1, c2) then
0: Cx(i,1)← c1
0: Cx(i,2)← c2
0: end if
0: end for
0: end for
0: =0

input the current network topology and the status of each
link, and it outputs an optimized routing table that avoids
failed links. In terms of computational complexity, the fault
tolerant algorithm operates operates with a time complexity
of O(n log n) in the average case, where n is the number of
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Algorithm 5 Routing Data Packets ((S2, S1), (D2,D1),
Cxt,Cx, �)
0: Ti,1 is the first intermediate switch
0: Ti,2 is the second intermediate switch
0: Lj is the line number in the matrix L
0: Input:
0: Cx is the matrix of intermediate internal switch index
0: Cxt is the matrix of intermediate switch connection
0: � is the vector of directly connected clusters
0: (S2, S1) is the source coordinates
0: (D2,D1) is the destination coordinates
0: idx is the intermediate internal switch index
0: Output:
0: Path is the path from the source to the destination
0: if S2 = D2 then
0: Path← (S2, S1)→ (D2,D1)
0: else
0: idx ←(find(�k = mod(S2 − D2, n2)))
0: for i←1 to k+1 do
0: Ti,1← Cx(Cxtk (idx, i),1)
0: Ti,2← Cx(Cxtk (idx, i),2)
0: end for
0: L0← S2
0: for j←1 to k do
0: Lj← (�(Cxtk (idx, j))+ Lj−1, n2)
0: end for
0: Lk+1← D2
0: Path← [S2S1]
0: for i←1 to k+1 do
0: for s← 1 to length(Cxtk ) do
0: m←floor( i2 )
0: P1←floor( i+12 )
0: P2←mod(i+1,2)+1
0: Path←[Path,(LmTP1,P2)]
0: end for
0: end for
0: Path←Unique[Path, (D2,D1)]
0: end if
0: =0

nodes in the network. However, it’s crucial to consider worst-
case scenarios for a more comprehensive understanding of
the algorithm’s efficiency. In the worst-case, the algorithm
exhibits a time complexity of O(n2), primarily due to the
nested loops involved in the fault-tolerance mechanism. This
worst-case complexity is still manageable for networks of
moderate size but could become a bottleneck for extremely
large-scale systems. Therefore, while the algorithm performs
efficiently under typical conditions, future work could focus
on optimizing its worst-case performance.

VI. SYSTEM EVALUATION
In this section, the simulation environment and the perfor-
mance evaluation for Vaconet will be presented for different
key features.

Algorithm 6 Fault Tolerant Traffic Routing
(MaxLifeTime, �)
0: Input:
0: MaxLifeTime is maximum number of hops
0: � is the vector of directly connected clusters
0: Output:
0: Cxt is the intermediate switch connection
0: k← 0
0: �0← �

0: �U ← �0
0: Cxt0← 1 to length(�0)
0: while k ≤ MaxLifeTime do
0: k← k+1
0: id← 0
0: for i← 1 to length(�k−1) do
0: for j← 1 to length(�0) do
0: for s← 1 to length(Cxtk ) do
0: id ← id + 1
0: �k (id)← (�k−1(i)+�0(j), n2)
0: �k (�k == 0)← n2
0: Cxtk (id, s)← j
0: end for
0: end for
0: end for
0: end while
0: =0

Algorithm 7 Dynamic Routing in Case of Link Failure
0: while (Ti,1 and Ti,2)∅ do
0: idx← (find(�k = mod(S2 − D2, n2)))
0: for k← 1 to length (idx) do
0: for i← 1 to k+1 do
0: Ti,1← Cx(Cxtk (idx, i),1)
0: Ti,2← Cx(Cxtk (idx, i),2)
0: end for
0: end for
0: end while
0: =0

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
A DELL desktop computer with Windows 10 with
64-bit operating system is used to perform the simulations.
The computer has a random access memory size of
32.00 gigabytes. In this simulation, the proposed and even
the existent topologies may require switches with a specific
number of ports to ensure the required network connectivity.
Therefore, the cost needed to build these special switches
may be higher than the standard ones. Consequently, fixed-
configuration switches with the smallest number of ports
that can accommodate the required number is used in the
sequel. As detailed in [27], the adopted fixed-configuration
cisco switches may accommodate 5, 8, 10, 16, 24, 28,
48, or 52 ports. Table 3 shows the configuration of the
experiments.
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TABLE 3. Simulation parameters.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed topology is investigated in
terms of power consumption, infrastructure cost (cabling cost
and switch cost), network capacity and average path length.

1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Fig 8 depicts the energy consumption of the proposed
topology compared to FlatNet, BCube, FatTree, and ScalNet
with a varied number of servers. It can be seen that VaConet
consumes less power than the other topologies. Vaconet
performs the data transmission only through the available
nodes which decreases the consumed energy. However, the
other topologies transmit the data through the unused nodes
which explains the high values for the consumed energy.
Even-though the investigated topologies in Fig 8 might
require using switches with fixed port configurations higher
than what is actually needed (as detailed in Table 3), the
total power consumption remains almost unaffected since
the added extra ports will be unused and will not consume
any extra power. These extra ports can be useful however in
connecting new servers whenever needed.

FIGURE 8. The power consumption of the proposed topology compared
to FlatNet, BCube, FatTree and ScalNet.

2) INFRASTRUCTURE COST
Fig 9 highlights two crucial metrics for assessing the efficacy
of data center topologies. Subfigure 9(a) compares the switch
costs of VacoNet with those of FatTree, FlatNet, ScalNet, and
BCube when the number of servers varies from 1 to 1,000.

TABLE 4. Cost comparison with topologies supporting 2 layers only.

For a setup involving 8,200 servers, VacoNet emerges as the
most cost-effective, boasting a cabling cost of 8.02 × 105,
which is lower than FlatNet (9.26×105), BCube (1.38×106),
and FatTree (2.24 × 106). Subfigure 9(b) delves into the
switching costs associated with VacoNet, showing that it
retains its cost-efficiency even when using switches with
fixed-port configurations.

Note that any data center configuration will also require
standard infrastructure elements like patch panels, racks, wall
outlets, and jacks. Though not explicitly accounted for in our
simulations, these elements are universally necessary in all
data center setups. VacoNet significantly reduces the cabling
complexity and the number of switches needed, thereby
offering cost advantages. By focusing on these key aspects,
VacoNet aims to provide a more efficient and cost-effective
solution without compromising on performance or reliability.

3) AVERAGE PATH LENGTH
Fig 10 (a), (b) show VacoNet’ APL vs the number of
switches. Fig 10 (c) depicts the APL of the proposed topology
compared with BCube, FlatNet, ScalNet and FatTree. The
number of servers is varied between 1 to 1000. First, it can be
seen that a small number of nodes both FlatNet and VacoNet
outperform FatTree, ScalNet and BCube with shorter APL.
However, for a bigger data center, VacoNet achieves a lower
APL compared with FatTree FlatNet, BCube, and ScalNet.
In fact, when the number of switches per server is increased,
more alternatives paths will be generated, so, the packets
transmission will be faster, which reduces the APL.

4) NETWORK CAPACITY
The network capacity is an important parameter for a data
center. The higher the network capacity the better the network
traffic. NCABT can be written as:

NCABT =
1

APL
. (16)

Fig 11 shows network capacity of VaConet compared to other
topologies with a varied number of servers. VacoNet is better
than the other topologies with a network capacity equal to
0.22 for 1000 network nodes, which is less than 12 nodes
BCube, 222 nodes FlatNet, and 1 node ScalNet.

To further validate the performance of the proposed
topology, VacoNet is compared against Vl2, Clos topology,
and Jellyfish. Table 4 shows a comparison of VacoNet with
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FIGURE 9. The switch and cabling cost of VacoNet compared with other topologies with a varied number of
servers.

FIGURE 10. The average path length of VacoNet compared with FatTree FlatNet, BCube, and ScalNet.

other topologies where n is the number of ports per node.
The performance of Clos topology and Jellyfish is highly
influenced by their configuration parameters which are nToR,
Nsw, and r . However, the number of nodes in VacoNet
depends on the number of requested nodes in the topology
to reduce the unused nodes.

5) THE CONNECTION FAILURE RATE
Fig 12 shows the connection failure rate in VacoNet as a
function of link failure rate. The MaxLifeTime values are:

8, 10 and 12 hops, and varied link failure rate from 0.02 to
0.3. The number of servers is fixed to 1000.

The connection failure rate increases superlinearly with the
link failure rate. Moreover, the new topology resists to
the link failure even when the failure rate reaches 30%.
This means that when for MaxLifeTime = 8hops (equal to
the diameter) and even when one third of the links fail,
the connection failure rate is only 15%. The connection
failure rate is 9% when the link failure rate is 30% and
the MaxLifeTime =12 hops. The proposed topology tries
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FIGURE 11. Network capacity comparison of VaConet, FlatNet, BCube,
FatTree and ScalNet.

FIGURE 12. The connection failure rate of VacoNet.

to find the best path in terms of reducing the APL while
respecting the MaxLifeTime. So, VacoNet can find the
transmission path that optimizes the APL and offsets between
different performance metrics. In addition, unlike traditional
topologies, VacoNet is designed to have a higher number
of alternative paths between nodes. This multiplicity of
routes not only enhances the adaptability of the network
but also significantly reduces the risk of connection failures.
In scenarios where a particular path experiences a fault,
VacoNet’s adaptive routing algorithms can quickly reroute
the data packets through an alternative path, thereby ensuring
uninterrupted data flow. This abundance of alternative paths
makes VacoNet more resistant to failures compared to other
topologies, offering a distinct advantage in maintaining high
levels of network performance and reliability.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new data center network topology called
VacoNet was presented. VacoNet reduced the number of
unused nodes in the network and connected only the
necessary ones. Thanks to its novel physical algorithm,
the proposed topology computed the optimal number of
ports per switch to minimize the number of unneeded
nodes. VacoNet featured fault-free and fault-tolerant adaptive
traffic routing algorithms for forwarding data to nodes.
Using β links and small-port-count switches, VacoNet

enhanced the scalability of a data center while maintaining
service quality. VacoNet was characterized by its managed
scalability, robust fault tolerance, and short average path
length. Simulation results showed that VacoNet reduced both
cost and energy consumption compared to state-of-the-art
techniques while maintaining high network performance.
In future work, we plan to account for the variable costs
associated with differing cable lengths to provide a more
accurate cost model for large-scale networks. There is also
potential for optimizing VacoNet’s energy efficiency and
cost-effectiveness over extended periods of operation.
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